Elevator Technology

Keep an eye on your precious ones always.

With the ultimate security solution for your elevator, tk-EleVision - wireless CCTV camera.

Please turn over for details.

engineering.tomorrow.together.
tk-EleVision - Wireless CCTV Camera for Elevators

Placing a CCTV camera inside the elevator is always a challenge due to the moving nature of elevator cabin. Either the cable breaks too often creating a safety risk or images are not clear due to moving nature of the elevator. At thyssenkrupp we understand your expectations and hence we have introduced a wireless CCTV system specially designed for elevators, so being close to your precious ones is now simpler.

With innovative digital technology we have eliminated the need for cabling the CCTV. Our uniquely designed solution gives jerk free crystal clear quality images. tk-EleVision uses latest digital wireless communication to capture images from the elevator cabin and transmits wirelessly to the elevator pit. Since the signals are transmitted to the pit there is no need to wire up from the machine room as is generally required for a wired CCTV solution.

**Salient Features**

- Suitable for building height up to 200 meters
- No running cable along with elevators
- Clear and crisp image quality
- Enhanced image due to digital technology
- No need to tap signal from machine room
- Easy to install
- Efficient storage
- Can be seen from anywhere if connected on network
- No interference with elevator wiring
- Jerk free transmission

*Actuals would be as per contract specifications
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